OUR DEBT TO THE FOUNDERS
At this annual meeting, representing the approximately 12,000 members of ASA, it is appropriate that we recognize and pay our respects to the 43 dedicated crop and soil scientists who met in Chicago on 31 Dec. 1907 to form this important organization. They presented the object of this society as "The increase and dissemination of knowledge of soils and crops and the conditons affecting them" (3). They invited others to join them as charter members of the new organization by paying dues by no later than 1 July 1908. A total of 101 did so. Among these pioneers were research administrators who also were crop and soil scientists. We still refer to their findings in many of our modern publications. Today's agronomists are most indebted to these forward-looking men of science.
The founders of this new organization wasted no time in practicing what they preached. At their organizational meeting in 1907 they presented 10 papers (some by title only). In 1909, they authorized a published proceedings of the society, the first volume of which was published in bership dues which, until. 1917, were onl It is not possible for me to review the m contributions made by agronomists since 19 emphasize three types of contributions for be proud:
1. The remarkable progress ASA and societies have made in responding to their more importantly, to the needs of humank 2. The role of agronomists in providing for ever-expanding world populations.
3. Some of the scientific achievements better understanding of the principles of science, and how we have used these prin agricultural problems.
(3).
EVOLUTION OF THE SOCIETY'S P
Growth and contributions of the ASA ca in several ways other than through the r crease in membership (101 to almost 12,0 The scope of the society's activities has markably during the past 75 years. The so sistently exhibited flexibility in meeting n For example, in recognition that agronomy amalgamation of narrowly defined discip and crops divisions of the society were reo orderly manner into first the Soil Scien America (SSSA) in 1935, and then the Society of America (CSSA) in 1956.
Each of the affiliated societies establish oriented divisions to better serve the scien New divisions have also been established b focus on resident and extension education, climatology, environmental quality, and agronomy. There has been continuing effor ASA responsible not only to the needs of but also to society as a whole.
In no other way have the associated soc more their activities than through publicati nal of Agronomy (renamed Agronomy Jou was complemented by publications of the societies. These were joined in 1972 by j focus on environmental quality and reside sion teaching issues. Today the Agronomy Science Society of America Journal, Crop nal of Environmental Quality, and Journal Education provide publication channels f most specialized of the crop and soil resea and extension activities. Few professiona
